
thought, had he lived longer. I doubt it. I believe that even the otherwise 
always heretical Gershom Scholem would have shrunk from this bold 
conclusion.

In 1930, with the publication of the second edition of The Star of 
Redemption, Scholem predicted that “this work will disclose its endurii
ing content only to a generation that will no longer feel itself addressed 
in such immediate fashion by the themes most pertinent to the present 
time.”15 Since this assertion more than seven decades have passed, and in 
the interim we have learned that there are as many ways to read The Star 
of Redemption as there are to get to Rome. Peter Eli Gordon’s perspecii
tive is undoubtedly one of the most compelling and substantial among 
them. With this book another major study is added to the attempt at unii
raveling one of the most cryptic and complex books in twentiethicentury 
religious philosophy.

Martin Ritter, Free University, Berlin

Evidence and Faith: Philosophy and Religion Since 
the Seventeenth Century
by Charles Taliaferro. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005, 
xi + 457 pgs.

In his Introduction to Evidence and Faith: Philosophy and Religion Since 
the Seventeenth Century, Charles Taliaferro states that his intention is not 
to tell the definitive story of modern philosophy of religion, but rather 
to offer “a reading of the field” in terms he hopes “will invite further 
(including contrary) philosophical investigation and the development of 
different interpretations” (p. 7). The book, he explains, will assume litii
tle prior knowledge aside from “some acquaintance with the common 
terms employed in philosophy of religion but no more than what may 
be gleaned from standard introductions to the field” (p. 7). In order to 
prevent his exposition of the field from becoming too encyclopedic or 

 15 Gershom Scholem, “On the 1930 Edition of Rosenzweig’s Star of Redemption,” 
in Scholem, The Messianic Idea in Judaism (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1971),  
pp. 320–324, esp. p. 323.
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dispersed, the author sets out using the concept of evidence and other 
associated concepts such as justification, entitlement, and so on, as recurii
ring reference points (p. 5). To the satisfaction of this reader, Taliaferro 
makes good on all his stated goals, and his method is quite effective. The 
volume is valuable for its scope (achieved without sacrificing coherence), 
its clarity, and its exhibition of continuities between early modern and 
more recent as well as contemporary philosophy. 

Evidence and Faith will serve as a good reference work for intermeii
diate or more advanced students, and not just due to its broad coverage 
which spans many thinkers, positions, and issues. This nineichapter book 
is also worth reading a couple of chapters at a time for a sense of the 
key debates and the texture of thought in a certain period or of a certain 
type. This utility is clearly signaled by chapter titles among which are 
“Cartesian Philosophy of Religion,” “The Ascendancy of Rules of Evidence 
in Early Modern Philosophy of Religion,” and “Continental and Feminist 
Philosophy of Religion.” For instructors, the book does a very sound job 
of focusing on key issues and controversies at a (deliberately) modest 
level. It also places key arguments and positions in broader philosophiii
cal contexts. It encompasses both the historical or contextual dimension  
and the central philosophical problems, which are crossireferenced 
throughout. 

While a book like this can be expected to round up the usual susii
pects—Locke, Hume, Kant, Hegel, Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Swinburne, 
Plantinga, Rowe, et al.—it does so somewhat unconventionally, largely 
because of its surprising starting point. The first chapter, “The Sovereignty 
of the Good in SeventeenthiCentury Philosophy of Religion,” deals with 
the Cambridge Platonists. These figures—such as Cudworth, Whichote, 
Culverwell, and More—are scarcely studied in philosophy courses, and 
even professors have likely read little if any of their works. But they 
are an apt place to begin, and it is refreshing that they receive the auii
thor’s attention right at the outset. As he explains, the flourishing of 
humanism during the Renaissance took a distinctive form in Britain. 
“Cambridge Platonism links British philosophy with Christian humanii
ism and Platonism” (p. 16). These thinkers “were not interested in the 
theory of knowledge or the concept of evidence for its own sake. Rather, 
they located reason, evidence, and inquiry in general within a compreii
hensive understanding of human beings as moral agents in an essentially 
good cosmos” (p. 29). The Cambridge Platonists did not argue that their 
conception of God and values could be proven or confirmed infallibly. 
Rather, More and Cudworth held that theism deserves “full assent from 
any unprejudiced mind” (p. 17). 
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I have dedicated space here to the Cambridge Platonists as they are 
key to Taliaferro’s distinctive approach to philosophy and religion. He 
admires these thinkers’ epistemologically, morally, and overall philosophiii
cally sound outlook on religion and theism in particular. The Cambridge 
Platonists took evidential considerations and argumentative rigor seriii
ously but in an expansive, integrated way, as part of a larger, coherent 
conception of the world, God, and values (aesthetic and moral). In several 
places the author states or suggests that philosophical issues concerning 
religion are perhaps best handled in this manner. 

In contrast, the shortcomings of many of the more famous apii
proaches—the Humean, the Logical Positivist, and the Kantian among 
them—are often attributable to narrowness of perspective combined with 
inflation of results. A good deal of twentiethicentury philosophy of reliii
gion that follows these approaches illustrates this. Taliaferro demonstrates 
the ways in which philosophers (especially Anglophones) often attended 
to issues in philosophy of religion with a doctrine concerning meaning, 
verification, or theoretical admissibility in ways that dismissed the issues 
rather than engaged them. 

Today, many of the relevant movements are themselves seen as part 
of the history of philosophy rather than as having brought philosophy to 
its end. It is increasingly clear that philosophy of religion (and religion 
too, for that matter) hasn’t “ended,” and something of a reconstruction is 
under way. There may be more room for something like the expansive 
intellectual spirit of the Cambridge Platonists than for the attitude of the 
Vienna Circle, which was insufficient to fully and finally circumscribe the 
problems and methods of philosophy. The author’s sympathies are eviii
dent but handled very responsibly.

One feature characteristic of Taliaferro’s treatment of thinkers and 
arguments is his accommodating approach to defining evidence and 
adequate justification: In religious thought we may find reason to adii
just our epistemological and more broadly philosophical views, and we 
should be prepared to do so. The normative traffic doesn’t flow in only 
one direction. For instance, in discussing Hume’s Dialogues Concerning 
Natural Religion, the author says, “The shift from an inferential, inducii
tive method to one emphasizing comprehensive explanations can help 
account for [skeptic and major figure in the Dialogues] Philo’s otherwise 
surprising conciliatory conclusion” (p. 186). And “Hume’s inferential, inii
ductive method does seem to offer a highly restricted view of reason”  
(p. 187). Taliaferro finds scaleibased or metered reasoning rare. He argues 
that reasoning is often based on largeiscale “comprehensive beliefs or (asii
sumptions) about ourselves and the world,” where “the evidence for such 
comprehensive beliefs is diverse and cumulative” (p. 188). This theme  
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recurs throughout the book. In the Introduction the author writes: “In brief, 
Evidence and Faith is my best effort at locating material for philosophiii
cal reflection on the nature and value of religion in the past and present”  
(pp. 7–8). That is indeed what he does.

The book skillfully discusses the effects of developments in the natuii
ral sciences on philosophy of religion, situating religious positions and 
arguments in a larger context of intellectual culture, and showing the 
importance of multiple sources of evidence and integrative, comprehenii
sive views. 

Evidence and Faith also takes up some of the more common objecii
tions to theism. Students will likely find helpful Taliaferro’s clarification of 
the main philosophical conceptions of theism as well as the strategies of 
critique that have been thought to have the strongest grounds. There are 
several variants of each, and the book tracks their histories while raising 
many of the chief analytical concerns. Though the thematic focus is on 
evidence and how this notion has been understood, the treatment is not 
narrowly epistemological. 

It is clear that Taliaferro sees considerable merit in the recent develii
opments known as “reformed epistemology,” and the discussion of them 
in chapter 8 (the penultimate chapter) does a nice job of connecting the 
current context with earlyimodern views. The author does not, however, 
turn his appreciation of reformed epistemology into pleading its case. 
Moreover, the discussion of it shows that what believers believe can 
be important to issues in the philosophy of religion. Taliaferro exhibits 
a good grasp of the main elements of religious views, and he avoids the 
error of regarding issues in the philosophy of religion while ignoring the 
richness and complexity of theistic conceptions and commitments. His 
discussion of contemporary philosophers whose work holds up well in 
terms of both rigor and the substance of religion is a welcome analysis, 
likely to be especially useful for students. 

There are some critical remarks to make about the book. In attemptii
ing to be fair and comprehensive, it appears that Taliaferro felt obligated 
to include several thinkers and topics peripheral to his argument. The 
discussion of feminist philosophy of religion is one instance of this: The 
author helpfully points out that in the British moralist tradition, symii
pathy, benevolence, and other aspects of moral psychology and humane 
concern were of utmost importance. Thus, so much of what has recently 
been credited to feminism is neither new nor distinctly feminist. That is 
no reason to ignore feminist philosophy of religion, yet Taliaferro’s treatii
ment of feminist philosophy—and much of the Continental philosophy 
mentioned—seems tangential and adds little. The discussions of evil and 
the divine attributes near the very end of the book are more energetic, 
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substantial, and frankly more in the topical neighborhood of a work 
on evidence. There are brief discussions of several thinkers (Levinas, 
Beauvoir, and Sartre, among others) that come across almost in the spirit 
of “mustn’t leave these out altogether (even though they are not essential 
and not squarely in the topical area).”

The front matter states that each volume in the series will “focus on a 
particular subdiscipline of philosophy and examine how it evolved into 
the subject as we now understand it. The volumes will be written from 
the perspective of a current practitioner in contemporary philosophy, 
whose point of departure will be the question: How did we get from there 
to here?” This book fulfills its mission by focusing on the question of eviii
dence and faith, a fundamental, persistent issue in philosophy of religion. 
Perhaps, though, the project is somewhat overextended on account of its 
mandate. This reader senses that this fine work on evidence and faith 
was also asked to catalog the main movements in philosophy of religion 
in the modern era. The fullest, most effective discussions, however, are 
those of AngloiAmerican philosophy, not because other elements in the 
history of philosophy are less important or less interesting, but because 
they seem less relevant to a discussion of evidence and faith. 

The writing is consistently very readable, though many philosophical 
vocabularies and conceptions are discussed, and the explication of issues 
and arguments is commendably clear. There is some unevenness in depth, 
but only a very big book could have fulfilled its purpose and given each 
important thinker equal treatment. Readers will differ about who has 
been slighted, but no one is abused. 

My only criticism of the production of the book is that there are sevii
eral typos or printing errors—more than should have gotten through. 
They don’t spoil the book, but the reader is likely to be more aware of 
them than one wants to be. 

Interesting, welliconceived, and welliwritten, Evidence and Faith will 
serve just about anyone interested in the philosophy of religion. While the 
book addresses topics already extensively treated elsewhere, it contributes 
to their study by approaching them with a distinctive yet broad focus. 

Jonathan Jacobs, Colgate University
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